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Abstract

Existing multimodal task-oriented dialog data
fails to demonstrate the diverse expressions
of user subjective preferences and recommen-
dation acts in the real-life shopping scenario.
This paper introduces a new dataset SURE
(Multimodal Recommendation Dialog with
SUbjective PREference), which contains 12K
shopping dialogs in complex store scenes. The
data is built in two phases with human annota-
tions to ensure quality and diversity. SURE is
well-annotated with subjective preferences and
recommendation acts proposed by sales experts.
A comprehensive analysis is given to reveal the
distinguishing features of SURE. Three bench-
mark tasks are then proposed on the data to
evaluate the capability of multimodal recom-
mendation agents. Based on the SURE, we
propose a baseline model†, powered by a state-
of-the-art multimodal model, for these tasks.

1 Introduction

Building conversational agents that can commu-
nicate with people in multimodal situations is an
attractive goal for the AI community. Many dif-
ferent tasks and datasets for the multimodal dia-
log have been proposed in recent years. Among
them, Moon et al. (Moon et al., 2020) provided a
multimodal task-oriented dialog dataset SIMMC
1.0 in two shopping domains. It aims to train in-
teractive assistants which can handle multimodal
inputs in a co-observed environment. The SIMMC
challenge based on SIMMC 1.0 was held as part
of DSTC9 (Gunasekara et al., 2021). Many
works (Kung et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021; Jeong
et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2021; Senese et al., 2021)
have been done following SIMMC 1.0. Since
SIMMC 1.0 environment is simple and far from
realistic stores, Kottur et al (Kottur et al., 2021) pro-
posed SIMMC 2.0 with closer-to-real-world shop-

*Corresponding authors.
†The dataset and the code of the baseline model are avail-

able at https://github.com/LYX0501/SURE.

Hi, welcome to our store. what type of clothes would you like?

I prefer clothes designed for young ladies.

There are too many woman clothes. Could please tell me more?

Oh, I want garment worn in summer. Do you have such clothes ?

We have dress, tank top, blouse in shop. Which do you like?

Dress is my favorite. Please recommend beautiful dress to me!

Could you please tell me your opinion about cold color?

Sounds great! I like color makes me feel quiet and calm.

Have a look at the back right rack. Are there anything you want?

These clothes look nice. Could you please introduce in details?

How about the blue dress with plaid pattern on the rightmost?

That is what I am looking for. Add it to my cart please! 

Ask Preference

Ask Preference

Display Candidate Values

Prompt Preference

Refer Region

Recommend Item

→ woman clothes → (dress, skirt, blouse, tank top …)

→ think clothes → (t-shirt, vest, dress, skirt…)

→ cold color → (blue, green, violet, olive…)

Figure 1: Customer (left) expresses subjective pref-
erences. Salesperson (right) adopts different acts to
clarify subjective preferences by multimodal context
and recommend clothes from the situated store. Subjec-
tive preferences are highlighted by underlining while
corresponding categorization concepts and candidate
attribute values of scene items are shown in beneath.

ping scenarios, which was then used in DSTC10
challenge (Kottur1 et al., 2022).

Though these datasets facilitate research of con-
versational agents, they simplify some crucial prob-
lems in the real-life shopping dialog, which should
be addressed for building multimodal recommen-
dation agents.

In previous TOD datasets, most of the user de-
scriptions for items (e.g., clothes or furniture) are
referring expressions in the domains, such as "the
white couch chair", and "the black hat in the mid-
dle of the long rack", which can be mapped to a
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slot value without ambiguity. While in practice,
customers are not experts in the domains. They
use lots of different words to describe what they
want, such as "clothes designed for young ladies",
and "color makes me feel quiet and calm" in Fig. 1.
These words (or phrases) usually reflect customers’
subjective cognition and preference for items they
want. We call this kind of expression as subjective
preference. To understand such expressions, the
salesperson needs to map subjective preferences
to standardized categorization concepts in the do-
mains, and then use the concepts to filter candidate
attribute values (slot values) of scene items. (Fig. 1
shows the two-step mappings under the subjective
preferences). As we can see, such subjective pref-
erences often correspond to a set of slot values
instead of a unique one, which is very different
from that in previous datasets. Facing this kind
of customer requirement, a salesperson needs to
communicate with the customers, utilize suitable
strategies to narrow candidates progressively and
give sound recommendations through multimodal
context (Fig. 1 shows some recommendation acts,
such as Ask Preference). In a word, understand-
ing subjective preferences, finding a way to clarify
the subjective preferences, and finally giving good
recommendations is the challenge not depicted in
both SIMMC 1.0 and 2.0. None of the existing
multimodal dialogs research focuses on subjective
preference and item recommendation.

To facilitate building conversational agents that
can handle subjective preference and make shop-
ping recommendations, we introduce a dataset
for Multimodal Recommendation Dialog with
SUbjective PREference (SURE). Specifically, we
collect 12K salesperson ↔ customer goal-oriented
recommendation dialogs in complex store scenes
in two phases. Dialog flows were first generated
by self-playing between the carefully designed cus-
tomer and salesperson simulators, which helps to
ensure the flows are reasonable. Crowd-sourcing
is then employed for rewriting categorization con-
cepts in dialog flows to diverse subjective prefer-
ences. The dataset contains well-annotated subjec-
tive preferences and diverse dialog acts proposed
by experienced sales experts, which provides rich
resources for evaluating subjective preferences un-
derstanding and dialog policies.

We then propose three benchmark tasks for eval-
uating multimodal recommendation agents’ capa-
bility on subjective preference understanding and

item recommendation: Subjective Preference Dis-
ambiguation, Referred Region Understanding,
and Multimodal Recommendation. We provide
a baseline model for these tasks and highlight the
key challenges and future research directions.

Our main contributions are:

• We introduce a large-scale multimodal dialogs
data in two domains including 12K dialogs
in complex scenes. The data is built in two
phases with human annotations to ensure both
dialog quality and language diversity.

• The data is well-annotated with subjective
preferences and recommendation acts. Di-
verse acts and transition probabilities are ob-
tained from the survey for sales experts.

• Three tasks are designed to evaluate the capa-
bility of multimodal recommendation agents.
A strong baseline model MRA is proposed for
these tasks.

2 Related Work

Textual Conversational Recommendation. The
rise of e-books, music, and video websites has wit-
nessed the development of conversational recom-
mendation agents. Existing agents all operate in
the textual modal, which elicits user preferences
via conversation and recommends items based on
dialog history and structured attribute data. The
ReDial (Li et al., 2018) agent immediately rec-
ommends movies obtained from DBpedia (Auer
et al., 2007) after the user expresses their prefer-
ences. TG-ReDial (Zhou et al., 2020) is devel-
oped by walking along ConceptNet (Speer et al.,
2016) threads containing movies to collect user
preferences and movie recommendations. GoRec-
Dial (Kang et al., 2019) dialogs are collected by
game-play to recommend target movies from can-
didate sets. DuRecDial (Liu et al., 2020) include
Chinese dialogs between movie seeker and conver-
sational bot based on the knowledge graph. IN-
SPIRED (Hayati et al., 2020) focuses on how so-
cial strategies adopted by the agent influence the
final success rate of recommendation. Although
these works study conversational recommendation
problems from different aspects including topic,
strategy, and language, they are all based on textual
modal. Therefore, conversational agents built on
these datasets cannot equip the abilities required
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Recommendation StrategyAttribute Categorization

Ask Preference : Color

Exclude Preference : Color

Answer Preference : Cold Color

Answer Preference : Dark Color

......

Multimodal Simulator Interaction

...
...

Dialogue GenerationSubjective Preference

warm color                color of passion

cold color               color makes 
people feel calm

sport type               clothes for Yoga

thick type               warm clothes

...
...

......

......

......

......

......

(1) Multimodal Dialogue Flow Simulation (2) Manual Paraphrase

Survey for Sales Experts

leftmost shelf back table

back display wall

Background Item Annotation

text
image

Figure 2: The annotation process of SURE dataset. (1) Multimodal Dialog Flow Simulation: we first hire
annotators to label background items in the scene and do a survey for sales experts about attribute categorization
and act. Then, we generate dialog flows by simulator interaction based on survey results. (2) Manual Paraphrase:
annotators write subjective preferences based on attribute categorization concepts and paraphrase dialog flows.

in multimodal scenarios. Besides, all of these re-
searches ignore developing agents to respond to
subjective preferences frequently appearing in real
recommendation dialogs.

Multimodal Shopping Dialogs. Developing
multimodal conversational agent for shopping sce-
narios is significant for improving the quality of
commercial service quality. MMD (Saha et al.,
2018) establishes the first large-scale multimodal
dialog dataset between shoppers and sales agents,
which empowers conversational agents with abil-
ities of multimodal understanding and querying.
SIMMC (Moon et al., 2020) serves as a first step
towards building task-oriented multimodal conver-
sational agents with simple acts like informing in-
formation, confirming, and prompting. SIMMC
2.0 (Kottur et al., 2021) constructs more complex
multimodal context with closer-to-real-world store
scenes and introduces new challenges like multi-
modal co-reference resolution and multimodal di-
alog state tracking. The SIMMC challenge based
on SIMMC 1.0 was held as part of DSTC9 (Gu-
nasekara et al., 2021), there are many follows-up
work (Kung et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021; Jeong
et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2021; Senese et al., 2021;
Long et al., 2023). SIMMC 2.0 was used in the
DSTC10 challenge (Kottur1 et al., 2022). These
datasets facilitate research on multimodal conver-
sational agents greatly. However, they still lack
diverse expressions of user subjective preferences
and recommendation acts.

3 SURE Dataset

We build SURE (Multimodal Recommendation Di-
alog with SUbjective PREference ) dataset to fa-
cilitate research on multimodal recommendation
agents. In SURE dialogs, customers express their
preferences subjectively. To effectively recom-
mend items, the salespersons perform: ❶ Actively
elicit customer preferences about item attributes;

❷ Disambiguate subjective preferences according
to the multimodal context; ❸ Narrow the candidate
set of items based on dialog history and scene; ❹

Recommend target item from the situated scene.
To collect SURE dialogs, we design a two

phrases pipeline (Fig. 2) following popular ma-
chine ↔ human collaborative dialog collection ap-
proaches (Kottur et al., 2021; Rastogi et al., 2020;
Shah et al., 2018). In this section, we will intro-
duce the SURE two phrases collection process in
order and then analyze the distinguishing features
of SURE.

3.1 Multimodal Dialog Flow Simulation

To generate dialog flows between salesperson and
customer, we collect real-life shopping information
first and then construct simulators based on this
information.

3.1.1 Real-life Information Collection

We invite human annotators to label scene back-
ground items and experienced sales experts to com-
plete questionnaires about attribute categorization
and multimodal recommendation strategy.

Store Scene & Background Item Annotation
We develop SURE based on 1566 scene snapshots
in SIMMC 2.0 (Kottur et al., 2021). These snap-
shots come from 140 fashion stores and 20 furni-
ture stores generated by Unity 3D. To utilize spa-
tial relations between commodity items and back-
ground items to facilitate recommendations, we
invite Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) annotators
with a higher than 95% HIT approval rate to label
bounding boxes of background items in fashion
scenes (Appendix A.1.1). These background items
include display table, wardrobe, floor rack and dis-
play wall. Each bounding box of background item
covers all clothes in it and is labeled as "absolute
position + name" like "back leftmost closet". To
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ATTRIBUTE TYPE CATEGORIZATION CONCEPT SUBJECTIVE PREFERENCE

Color

warm color (red, brown, yellow, light pink...) "color of passion”, "lively color", "color for outgoing people", "color for happy activity"...

cold color (green, blue, light purple, olive...) "cool color", "color which makes people feel calm", "refreshing color", “color of quietness”...

powerful color (red, orange, light red...) "color full of energy", "color inspires the fighting spirit", "color makes people feel excited"...

mysterious color (violet, black, dark blue...) "elusive color", "unfathomable color", "color inspires exploration", "color arouses curiosity"...

Pattern

lively pattern (floral pattern, leopard print...) "vibrant pattern", "pattern closer to nature", "pattern that is popular among conservationists"...

dazzling pattern (star design, diamond style...) "pattern welcomed by superstar", "eyes-catching pattern", "pattern suitable for a dancing party"...

modest pattern (stripes, checkered and plain...) "simply decorated pattern", "pattern for the middle-aged", "pattern selected by humble people"...

Material

soft material (natural fibers, wool, leather...) "easily bent material", "gentle material", "material suitable for a child", "comfortable material"...

gorgeous material (leather, wool, silk...) "luxury material", "material indicating social status”, "material welcomed by rich people"...

reliable material (metal, marble, plastic...) "durable material", "material for restaurant furniture", ”material for outdoor furniture"...

Table 1: Examples of some categorization concepts and corresponding subjective preferences.

ensure unambiguity, there are no repeated back-
ground item labels in the same snapshot.

Attribute Categorization There are 290 and 110
different digital items in clothes and furniture do-
mains. Nine attributes (e.g., type, color, pattern,
material, price, brand, size and customer review)
are used for describing the items in metadata (the
database of all digit items).

Customers usually are not experts in those do-
mains. They tend to express their requirements
with what we call subjective preferences. On the
one hand, a subjective preference can normally
be mapped to a set of attribute values. For exam-
ple, "color for happy activity" corresponds to "red,
brown, yellow, ...". On the other hand, there are
lots of subjective preferences with the same mean-
ing. For example, customers also say "color for
the welcome ceremony" and "color of passion",
which is similar to "color for happy activity" in
attribute reference. The relationship between sub-
jective preferences and attribute values is a many-
to-many mapping. To bridge them, we collect a
set of categorization concepts from the survey for
domain experts(Appendix A.1.2), each of which is
a synonym of corresponding subjective preferences.
Every subjective preference can be mapped to a cat-
egorization concept. Therefore, we transform the
many-to-many mapping between subjective pref-
erences and attribute values into two stages: ❶

Many-to-one mapping from subjective preferences
to categorization concepts, ❷ One-to-many map-
ping from concepts to attribute values.

The introduction of categorization concepts is
necessary and convenient for the two phases TOD
data building: In the dialog flow simulation, the
customer simulator expresses requirements by cat-
egorization concepts as the slots. In the manual
paraphrase, all categorization concepts are para-
phrased to subjective preferences by human anno-
tators. In this way, we can simulate dialog flow and
guarantee language diversity at the same time.

Tab. 1 gives some examples of subjective prefer-
ences, categorization concepts, and attribute values.
Fig. 22 in Appendix show more details about them.

Salesperson Act. To collect common salesper-
son acts, we invite 238 sales experts with more
than three years of work experience to complete
questionnaires (Appendix A.1.2). The maximum
entry number is limited to 1 to guarantee result
diversity. We summarize 8 different dialog acts of
salespersons (Tab. 2) and introduce them in detail.

• Ask Preference refers to asking customer’s
preference about one attribute type. Overlap-
ping values referred to by all subjective pref-
erences responded from the customer are new
candidates.

• Exclude Preference is asking the customer
what he dislike. The responded subjective
preference from customer is utilized to ex-
clude unfavored attribute values from candi-
dates.

• Prompt Preference is actively providing sub-
jective "preference" for the customer to con-
firm.

• Guess Attribute Value is predicting one con-
crete value from candidate attribute values
based on multimodal context.

• Revise Attribute Value is revising the previous
prediction of concrete attribute value follow-
ing the customer’s feedback.

• Display Candidate Values refers to listing
all candidate attribute values based on mul-
timodal context for the customer to choose
from.

• Refer Region is an act that salesperson points
out one region in the store like "front floor
rack" to ask the customer whether the region
contains the item he wants.
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SALESPERSON ACT CUSTOMER ACT EXAMPLES

Ask Preference Answer Preference
A:"Could you please tell me your preference on clothes pattern?"
→ U:"I would like to choose clothes with pattern that is suitable for my dancing party."

Exclude Preference Negate Preference
A:"Is there any kind of furniture material you don’t like? I can avoid recommending it to you."
→ U:"I will not choose materials popular among rich people. I am used to a simple life."

Prompt Preference Respond Prompt
A:"In this case, what is your opinion on the color that makes people feel cool?"
→ U:"Cool color sounds Great! It is suitable for my summer vacation. Just follow your suggestion."

Guess Attribute Value Respond Attribute Value
A:“Can you tell me how do you think about leather material?”
→ U:"I like this kind of material. Just recommend leather furniture to me later."

Revise Attribute Value Respond Attribute Value
A:"How about brand Art News Today?" → U:"I don’t like brand with a long history."
(next round) A:"I see .. would you like trademark Coats & More?" → U:"Oh! You know my taste."

Display Candidate Values Choose Attribute Value
A:“I have jackets with blue color, green color and white color. Which color do you prefer?”
→ U:"Let me have a think. Oh, as for me, I would like white color for jacket."

Refer Region Judge Region
A:"Have a look at the back left wardrobe near the mirror. Is there anything you like in this region?"
→ U:"Sorry, there seem to be no suitable clothes in this closet."

Recommend Item Respond Recommendation
A:"What is your idea of the black and white t-shirt with stripes hanging on the rightmost floor rack?"
→ U:"Yeah, it looks very beautiful! Please help me add this t-shirt to my cart."

Table 2: Sixteen kinds of salesperson acts and customer acts in SURE dialogs. Corresponding dialog examples for
each pair of acts are displayed in the last column. All subjective preferences and referred regions are highlighted in
bold while concrete attribute values are underlined.

• Recommend Item is trying to recommend
items from the candidate item set based on
multimodal context.

Different combinations of the above acts in one
dialog can form diverse recommendation strategies.
For example, a salesperson can continually ask
customer preferences to narrow the candidate set of
attribute values, and then display all possible values
for the customer to choose when several attribute
values are in the candidate set. Using reasonable
strategies for different situations can effectively
improve recommendation efficiency and accuracy.

3.1.2 Multimodal Dialog Simulator
The multimodal dialog simulator takes store
scenes along with the meta information to create
salesperson-customer dialog flows following (Kot-
tur et al., 2021).

Multimodal Dialog Flow Generation. The dia-
log flow simulator is composed of the goal gener-
ator, the customer simulator and the salesperson
simulator. The goal generator randomly selects an
item from the given store scene and takes it as a tar-
get item that is invisible to others. The salesperson
simulator is aware of the scene snapshot (commod-
ity and background items’ position) and metadata
of all items, which actively elicits customer prefer-
ences and recommends items following a probabil-
ity distribution. Each act (e.g., Prompt_Reference,
Refer_Region) is companied by some slots (e.g., at-
tribute, region). The customer simulator is assigned
attribute values of the target item and responds to
salespersons by customer acts with slot values lim-
ited to categorization concepts or simple yes/no (ex-
cept Display_Candidate_Values), which simulates

the user requirements. Take one-round interaction
as an example. After the salesperson simulator
generates "Ask_Preference:{Color}", the customer
simulator chooses its act "Answer_Preference" and
a categorization concept "warm color" based on
assigned "red" color as the preference slot. The
simulation repeats until the salesperson simulator
successfully recommends the target item.

3.2 Manual Paraphrase

Based on dialog flows obtained from simulator in-
teraction, we design a manual paraphrase process to
rewrite subjective preferences and then paraphrase
dialog flows.

Subjective Preference. In simulated dialog
flows, subjective preferences are expressed by cate-
gorization concepts for attribute values. Every cate-
gorization concept can be paraphrased to many dif-
ferent subjective preferences. Take "warm color"
as an example. It can be rewritten to "color of pas-
sion" by customers’ subjective feeling, to "color
welcomed by outgoing people" by suitable persons,
to "color for the happy ceremony" by applicable
scenarios. Human annotators are required to para-
phrase categorization concepts to subjective pref-
erences in any of the cases to increase language
diversity.

Dialog Generation. To make dialogs closer to
language distribution of real shopping dialogs, we
invite AMT annotators with a higher than 90%
HIT approval rate to paraphrase dialog flow fol-
lowing these instructions: ❶ Write salesperson ↔
customer utterances based on dialog flows. All sub-
jective preferences and concrete attribute values are
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Figure 3: (a) Percentage of subjective preferences in attribute types, (b) distribution of subjective preferences among
dialogs, (c) number of utterance words with dialog rounds, (d) number of candidate items with dialog rounds.
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Figure 4: Salesperson act transitions in the first eight rounds. Different combinations of salesperson acts form
diverse strategies to recommend the target item from complex store scene based on subjective preferences.

reserved; ❷ Add the visual descriptions and spa-
tial relations of scene items; ❸ Rewrite repeated
nouns or phrases to co-reference; ❹ Add polite ex-
pressions and modal particles into utterances. The
detailed instructions with scene snapshot and dia-
log flow can be checked in Appendix A.1.3. An
example of SURE dialog with annotations is shown
in Appendix Fig. 21.

3.3 SURE Dataset Analysis

To the end, we build the SURE dataset, Tab. 3
gives some statistics of the data. We highlight the
information on subjective preference and dialog
policy in the following subsections.

Total # dialogs 12180
Total # utterances 223492
Total # scene snapshots 1566
Total # subjective preferences 3043
Avg # words per customer turns 7.75
Avg # words per salesperson turns 10.49
Avg # utterances per dialog 18.35
Avg # objects per scene in dialog 27.6
Avg # subjective preferences per dialog 4.48
Avg # salesperson acts per dialog 8.17

Table 3: SURE Dataset Statistics.

Subjective Preference. As shown in Tab. 3, there
are 3K different subjective preferences in SURE.
The percentage of subjective preferences in dif-
ferent attribute types is shown in Fig. 3 (a), from
which we can observe the richness and diversity
of subjective preferences. On average, each dialog
contains 4.48 subjective preferences. The distri-
bution of subjective preferences among dialogs is
displayed in Fig. 3 (b). It is clear that subjective
preferences are widely distributed in SURE, which
brings a new challenge for conversational agents.

Dialog Policy. As shown in Tab. 3, the SURE
dataset collects 12K shopping recommendation
dialogs. The utterance length with dialog turn is
displayed in Fig. 3 (c). On average, each dialog
contains 8.17 salesperson acts to recommend the
target item from 27.6 candidate scene items. We
visualize the salesperson act transactions for the
first eight rounds in Fig. 4. It can be observed
that different act combinations form diverse rec-
ommendation strategies in SURE. From the stream
width, we can find that salespersons have a higher
probability of asking for preference than excluding
and prompting preferences. Besides, salespersons
don’t directly guess or display concrete attribute
values at the very beginning round. They are prone
to conduct these acts after they collect at least one
customer preference. As the dialogs go on, sales-
persons also try to reduce candidate items by refer-
ring to specific region. We display the number of
candidate items over rounds in Fig. 3 (d). It can be
seen that salespersons begin to recommend items
when the candidate range is small enough. The
recommendation strategies in SURE are close to
real-life shopping.

4 Task Formulation

We propose three tasks on SURE dataset to evalu-
ate multimodal recommendation agents. The tasks
of Subjective Preference Disambiguation and Re-
ferred Region Understanding evaluate the side of
multimodal understanding, while Multimodal Rec-
ommendation evaluates the side of policy learning.

Subjective Preference Disambiguation (SPD).
After the customer expresses subjective prefer-
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MRA

[Prompt Preference]suit, coat, jacket, shirt-vest trousers, jeans I see, would you like to choose from upper garments ?

Agent ActionCandidate Attribute Values / Items Agent Response

Dialogue History

…

Meta Data Scene Snapshot

What’s your preference on clothes type?

I am looking for clothes suitable for my son.

Do you have any other preference about type?

I prefer clothes that can keep warm in the winter.

Obj 1: Fashion Art, L, $79

Obj 2: 212 Local, XS, $44

Obj 3: Art Den, XXL, $56

…… 

Figure 5: The MRA model for Subjective Preference Disambiguation, Referred Region Understanding and
Multimodal Recommendation tasks. The flattened dialog history and metadata are concatenated as textual input
while the scene snapshot is split into patches. Note that the green area in the output will predict candidate attribute
values if the latest round relates to eliciting preference. When the latest round refers to specific region, the green
area predicts object IDs in the region.

ences, the agent needs to determine candidate at-
tribute values based on preferences in dialog history
and scene items in the store. We denote this process
as subjective preference disambiguation, which es-
tablishes the connection between subjective pref-
erences and concrete attribute values. This task is
important because the correct recommendation is
closely dependent on clear attribute requirements.
It requires the agent to abstract subjective pref-
erences to categorization concepts and then filter
grounded attribute values by these concepts. From
cognition research, this task involves visual per-
ception, language conceptualization and attribute
categorization.

The input of this task includes dialog history,
current customer utterance, and scene snapshot.
With this information, the agent predicts all pos-
sible attribute values (e.g., U:"I prefer the color
of happiness." → "yellow, brown, red"). Attribute
values that meet customer requirements but do not
exist in the scene snapshot should be excluded. The
main evaluation metric can be F1, precision, and
recall performance. Note that the evaluation is only
implemented on rounds for eliciting preferences.

Referred Region Understanding (RRU). Refer-
ring to region is an essential act for narrowing the
candidate item range. This task aims to update the
candidate item set after the customer responds to
referred region. To complete this task, the agent
needs to locate the regional referring expression
(e.g., "far back middle floor rack") and then filter
the previous candidate set by items in the region.
It requires the agent to correctly understand the re-
ferred region, visual attributes and spatial relations
in the scene.

The input of this task is dialog history with the
latest round containing referred region and scene

snapshot. Based on this information, the agent
needs to predict all object IDs in the region (e.g.,
A:"Come with me to look at the shelf on the right.
Are there any clothes that you like?" U:Sorry, there
is no garment that I am looking for in this region.
→ "12, 13, 16, 22, 31"). Objects in the same scene
but not in the referred region should be excluded.
The agent performance can be measured by F1
score, precision, and recall metrics on object ID
prediction. Note that the evaluation is only imple-
mented on rounds for referring region.

Multimodal Recommendation (MR). When
customers seek recommendations in the store, they
hope the salesperson can recommend items accu-
rately and efficiently. Therefore, recommendation
strategy, recommendation success rate, and lan-
guage quality all influence customer shopping ex-
perience. We define Act Prediction sub-task and
Response Generation sub-task at turn level and
define Item Recommendation sub-task at dialog
level to evaluate the agent’s multimodal recommen-
dation performance comprehensively.

The input of these three sub-tasks is dialog his-
tory, current customer utterance, and scene snap-
shot. The Act Prediction sub-task requires the
agent to predict the next salesperson act (e.g.,
U:"The price $299 is too expensive for me to af-
ford" → "Revise_Attribute"). The F1 score, preci-
sion, and recall can be calculated for cumulative
act predictions to measure performance. The Re-
sponse Generation sub-task requires the agent to
generate the next salesperson utterance (e.g., U:"I’d
like to buy a sofa made by materials obtained from
nature" → "You can consider the leather material,
which is natural and smooth."). The generated
utterance can be evaluated by BLEU-4 (Papineni
et al., 2002) or ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003). The
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MODELS
Task 1 SPD Task 2 RRU Task 3 MR

Disam. F1↑ Refer F1↑ Act F1↑ BLUE-4↑ Recom. F1↑
MRA 36.78 / 37.49 13.77 / 14.77 10.80 / 10.90 18.28 / 18.45 23.49 / 23.14
- Meta Data 32.34 / 31.98 9.57 / 10.15 10.01 / 10.21 16.42 / 16.83 19.78 / 19.23
- Scene Snapshot 31.44 / 31.83 7.36 / 7.09 9.45 / 9.77 17.72 / 17.63 21.54 / 21.26

Table 4: The performance of baseline model MRA on three SURE benchmarks. MRA’s results on dev-test and
test-std are displayed by "(dev-test / test-std)" format. We respectively ablate metadata and scene snapshot to
observe MRA’s ability to utilize multimodal context to recommend item via subjective preferences.

Item Recommendation sub-task requires the agent
to predict the target item ID (e.g., "<@1132>") in
the last round utterance, which can be extracted
by regex and evaluated by F1 score, precision, and
recall.

5 Modeling & Empirical Analysis

Dataset Split. SURE is randomly divided into
4 parts: train (65%), dev (5%), dev-test (15%),
and test-std (15%). We leave test-std as a held-
out hidden set for performing a fair comparison of
models in future potential competition.

Baseline. We proposed MRA(Multimodal Rec-
ommendation Agent) model as the baseline model
for subjective preference disambiguation, referred
region understanding, and multimodal recommen-
dation tasks. The backbone of the MRA model
is encoder-decoder based single-stream Visual-
Language Pre-training Model, which are stacks
of Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) layers. The
scene image is split into P patches. And each
patch is projected to the visual embedding of the
model’s hidden size. The flattened dialog his-
tory and non-visual metadata are converted to sub-
word sequences by Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) and
then embedded into textual embedding. All vi-
sual embedding and textual embedding are con-
catenated as model input. The MRA model com-
pletes three benchmarks at the same time by gen-
erating next salesperson act, candidate attribute
values / referred region items and agent response
auto-regressively as Fig. 5 shows. Note that MRA
will predict candidate attribute value if the latest
round relates to eliciting preference. When the lat-
est round relates to referring region, MRA predicts
object IDs in the region.

Implementation Details. MRA model is based
on Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) structure
with 12 layers, where every Transformer block has
768 hidden units and 12 attention heads. Textual
and visual embedding are projected to features the
same size as the hidden units. We initialize MRA

parameters from pretrained OFA-base (Wang et al.,
2022) model. During training, MRA model is
trained for 20 epochs with 18 batch sizes to op-
timize language modeling loss. At the end of every
epoch, the model is evaluated on dev split to save
the best model parameters. The hyperparameters
are determined by area search. Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) is adopted as the optimizer with a 4e-4
learning rate while the dropout rate is set to 0.2
to prevent over-fitting. The whole training costs
around 36 Tesla-V100 GPU hours. Note that the
BLEU-4 score is calculated by NLTK (Bird et al.,
2009) package in the evaluation.

Analysis and Future Work As Tab. 4 shows,
model MRA, powered by an advanced multimodal
backbone, fails to perform well on three SURE
benchmarks. From the case study (Fig. 20), we can
observe that it is difficult for MRA to accurately
understand subjective preferences (Task 1) and re-
ferred region (Task 2), which further hinders the
model from adopting suitable acts to make correct
recommendations (Task 3). Ablation of metadata
and scene snapshot greatly weakens MRA on the
first two tasks. It indicates that effective utiliza-
tion of metadata and scene snapshot plays an es-
sential role in model performance. Future work
can be done by designing modules or proposing
multimodal pretraining tasks to facilitate model’s
understanding of subjective preferences, percep-
tion of referred region, and ability to take suitable
acts.

6 Conclusion

We introduce Multimodal Recommendation Dia-
log with SUbjective PREference (SURE) dataset
with 12K salesperson ↔ customer dialogs and
3K subjective preferences to study how to recom-
mend item from complex scene based on subjec-
tive preferences. Our proposed three benchmarks
and strong baseline model MRA address the new
challenges and directions in the multimodal recom-
mendation dialog.
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Limitations

The annotation of attribute categorization and sub-
jective preferences may vary from person to per-
son, influencing preference disambiguation results
in the real world. We have tried to reduce bias
by choosing categorization concepts and subjective
preferences agreed upon by more than three annota-
tors. Besides, owing to time and funds constraints,
we only manually paraphrase dialog flow in En-
glish. For this reason, the agent built on SURE
can just communicate in English. To overcome
this limitation, we plan to annotate SURE in multi-
language in the next stage.

Ethics Statement

Our work strictly complies ACL Code of Ethics.
We respect CC-BY-NC-SA-4.0 license required by
SIMMC 2.0 and only use its scene snapshots for
academic research. We will also release our dataset
to the community with the same license. As for
human annotation, we anonymously recruit human
annotators on the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)
platform to protect their personal privacy. In the
task instructions, we have informed participators
that any annotations related to personal attacks,
racial or sexism discrimination will lead to HIT
rejection. Besides, we also demonstrate that their
annotations will be used for academic purposes.
The payment of our released tasks is competitive
on the AMT platform compared with similar tasks
(Appendix A). After completing human annota-
tions, we manually check the collected information
to exclude any potential offensive information. Our
annotation process and data content got approval
from an ethics review board by an anonymous IT
company. We can guarantee the trustworthiness of
our technologies, limitations, and ethics statement.
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A Appendix

A.1 Human Annotation
A.1.1 Background Item Annotation.
We release "Background Item Annotation" task
on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform
to hire workers to draw bounding box around
background item and annotate corresponding label.
To guarantee the quality, we require workers have
greater than 95% HIT approval rate. For payment,
we pay $0.25 for every store scene snapshots
that contains about 5 potential background items,
which is competitive compared with similar tasks.
The detailed task instruction and scene snapshot
are displayed in the following.

Background Item Annotation
This HIT is a part of scientific research, whose

results may be presented at scientific meetings or
published in scientific journals. In this task, you are
invited to draw all bounding boxes of background
items, like floor rack, display table and shelf, in the
given scene snapshot and annotate the correspond-
ing label. The annotated bounding box has to cover
all clothes bounding boxes contained in it and the
label should be in the "absolute position + name"
format such as "back leftmost closet". The hit will
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be rejected if the annotated bounding box does not
cover all clothes bounding boxes contained in it
or the label has racism, sexism and privacy infor-
mation. If you are fully aware of and agree with
above information, you can begin to work on the
following scene snapshot.

Figure 6: Scene snapshot of background item annotation.
Existing red bounding boxes are for clothes items.

A.1.2 Questionnaire for Sales Expert
We release "Clothes Recommendation Survey"
task and "Furniture Recommendation Survey" task
on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform
to invite fashion sales experts and furniture sales
experts to complete questionnaire. To guarantee
the quality, we require answers have greater than
90% HIT approval rate. For payment, we pay for
$2.0 for every carefully completed questionnaires,
which is high compared with other survey tasks
in the same period. We display the instruction
and questionnaire for "Clothes Recommendation
Survey" task in the following.

Clothes Recommendation Survey
Our project is aimed at studying clothes recom-

mendation in the store scene. To collect real-life
data, we sincerely invite experienced sales expert
to complete the following questionnaire with 12
questions. * We guarantee that all questionnaires
will be conducted anonymously, and the survey
results will only be used for academic research
rather than commercial purposes. The hit will
be rejected if the comments contain any racism,
sexism and privacy information. If you are fully
aware of and agree with above information, you
are welcome to accept the survey.

1. How long work experience do you have
in clothing sales? (Single Choice Question)
A. I don’t have work experience on clothing sales.
B. Less than 1 year.
C. About 1 - 3 years.
D. About 3 - 5 years.
E. More than 5 years.

2. What order of priority do you usually
follow when eliciting customer preferences on
attributes? (Sorting Question)
• Type (e.g., jacket, t-shirt, dress)
• Color (e.g., red, blue, white)
• Pattern (e.g., plain, stripe, spot)
• Size (e.g., XS, M, XXL)
• Sleeve Length (e.g., short, full, half)
• Brand
• Price

3. Do you feel how often customer express
their requirements on attribute value by subjec-
tive preference such as "color of passion", "lively
pattern" and "formal fashion type"? (Single
Choice Question)
A. More than 60% of time.
B. About 40% - 60% of time.
C. About 20% - 40% of time.
D. Less 20% of time.

4. Please categorize the given attribute val-
ues by your domain knowledge and subjective
feeling. For example, “red, yellow, brown...” can
be categorized to "warm" color while "floral
pattern, leopard print..." can be categorized to
"lively pattern". You can just select several values
from candidates to define categorization concept.
Then, write down some subjective preference
your customer expressed if you have met such
case. (Leave Comments)
Given Attribute Values: red, yellow, brown, orange,
pink, blue, black, grey, dark olive, light red. (These
provided attribute values vary from questionnaire
to questionnaire.)

5. Do you think knowing about what kinds
of concrete attribute values are most important
for successful recommendation? (Multiple
Choice)
A. Type (e.g., jacket, t-shirt, dress)
B. Color (e.g., red, blue, white)
C. Pattern (e.g., plain, stripe, spot)
D. Size (e.g., XS, M, XXL)
E. Sleeve Length (e.g., short, full, half)
F. Brand
G. Price

6. When customer express subjective pref-
erences, what strategy will you utilize to
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disambiguate their requirements? For example,
"color of passion"→"red, orange, yellow...".
(Multiple Choice)
A. Continually ask customers more preferences on
this attribute type.
B. Invite customers to describe some information
about their unfavored attribute values.
C. Actively prompt some subjective preferences on
attribute type to inspire customers.
D. Directly display all attribute values in the
candidate set for customers to choose.
E. Guess one concrete attribute value based
on customer expressed preferences and revise
prediction following feedback.
F. You are welcome to tell us your personal
strategy! (Leave Comments)

7. At the time you elicit customer prefer-
ence on one particular clothes attribute, how
many attribute values remain in the candidate
attribute set when you list them for customer to
choose? (Single Choice Question)
A. More than 8 candidate attribute values.
B. About 5 - 8 candidate attribute values.
C. About 3 - 5 candidate attribute values.
D. About 1 - 3 candidate attribute values.
E. Only 1 candidate attribute value.

8. Collecting information will promote rec-
ommendation accuracy but may consume
customer patience. In this case, how do you
balance collecting customer preference and
trying recommending items? (Single Choice
Question)
A. I will learn about customer preference about all
clothes attributes in detail first, and recommend
item when having full confidence.
B. I will learn about customer preference roughly
first, and recommend item when candidate range is
small enough.
C. I will learn about detailed customer preference
on 1 - 2 clothes attributes, and then try to
recommend item until customer accept.
D. I will learn about detailed customer preference
on 3 - 4 clothes attributes, and then try to
recommend item until customer accept.

9. When will you guide customers to a par-
ticular region and invite them to see if there are
suitable clothes? For example, "Please follow me
to have a look at the left display wall. Are there

anything you like?". (Single Choice Question)
A. After learning about detailed customer prefer-
ences on 1 - 2 clothes attributes, I will select one
rack in the store and show it to the customer.
B. After learning about detailed customer prefer-
ences on 3 - 4 clothes attributes, I will select one
rack in the store and show it to the customer.
C. Only when the range of candidate items is small
enough, I will select one rack in the store and show
it to the customer.
D. I don’t do like what the question says. I always
directly point out clothes which customer may be
interested in.

10. How many clothes items remain in the
candidate item set when you recommend concrete
item for customer? (Single Choice Question)
A. More than 8 candidate items.
B. About 5 - 8 candidate items.
C. About 3 - 5 candidate items.
D. About 1 - 3 candidate items.
E. Only 1 candidate item.

11. How do you unambiguously refer the
item in the store when you recommend item to
customer? (Single Choice Question)
A. Refer the item by its color.
B. Refer the item by its pattern,
C. Refer the item by its color and pattern.
D. Refer the item by spatial relation.
E. Combine all above methods to refer item
although its description is complex.

12. What do you think is the most impor-
tant when shopping recommendation dialogs?
(Single Choice Question)
A. Recommend customer desired item through as
few conversations as possible. (i.g. recommenda-
tion efficiency)
B. Keep recommendation strategies be consistent
with those in real-life shopping conversations.
C. Balance the recommendation efficiency and
customer shopping experience.
E: Guarantee dialog language polite and warm.
F: You are welcome to write your advice! (Leave
Comments)

For clothes recommendation questionnaire, we
totally receive 765 complete survey results. To
guarantee the reliability of servery, we exclude
questionnaires from salesperson with less than
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three years work experience and remain 238 re-
sults for statistics. In the following, we visualize
survey results in Fig. 7 to Fig. 17 by bar charts and
pie charts.
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Figure 7: The bar chart of Question 1 results. Choice
D and Choice E are selected by 238 sales expert with
more than three years work experience. Only these
238 experienced sales expert are invited to complete the
following Question 2 - Question 12.
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Figure 8: The pie chart of Question 3 results. From
Choice A selection (57%), we can find that over half of
sales expert often meet customers who express their re-
quirements on attribute value by subjective preferences.

Figure 9: The word cloud of Question 4 comments.
We can find that customers usually express subjective
preferences by visual perception and commonsense.

A.1.3 Manual Paraphrase
We release "Dialog Writing with Subjective
Preference" task on on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) platform to hire workers to write subjective
preferences according to attribute categorization
concepts and paraphrase dialog flows to natural
language utterances with subjective preferences.
To guarantee the quality, we require answers have
greater than 90% HIT approval rate. For payment,
we pay for $1 for every carefully paraphrased
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Figure 10: The bar chart of Question 5 results. From
the choice distribution, we can see that Pattern plays
the most important role in successful recommendation
while Price is relatively less essential.
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Figure 11: The bar chart of Question 6 results. From
the choice distribution, we can see that salespersons are
prone to ask preference, display candidate attribute val-
ues and guess one concrete attribute value. Sometimes,
they also try to exclude customer unlikeness or actively
prompt.
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Figure 12: The bar chart of Question 7 results. Only
188 sales experts who choose Choice D in Question
6 participate in answering this question. We can find
that most sales experts prefer to display all candidate
attribute values when there only exists 3~5 values in the
candidate set.
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Figure 13: The pie chart of Question 8 results. Most
sales experts are prone to learn about some aspects of
customer preferences in detail as Choice B, Choice C
and Choice D show. Only 21% of sales experts just
roughly learn about customer preferences before recom-
mending items.
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Question 9 (Single Choice)
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Figure 14: The pie chart of Question 9 results. We can
find that most sales experts (Choice A and Choice B)
narrow candidate items range by referring one specific
region in the store scene after they elicit several aspects
of customer preference.
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Figure 15: The bar chart of Question 10 results. We can
find that the distribution mainly falls into Choice C and
Choice D, which indicates that sales experts prefer to
recommend items when there are about 1~5 items left
in the candidate set.
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Figure 16: The bar chart of Question 11 results. Most
sales experts are prone to refer scene items solely by
Color, Pattern or Spatial Relation instead of their
combinations. Clear and simple referring expression is
more consistent with real-life shopping conversation.
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Figure 17: The bar chart of Question 12 results. We
find that sales experts pay more attention to reality and
diversity of recommendation strategies (Choice B) and
customer shopping experience (Choice C) rather than
recommendation efficiency (Choice A).
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Figure 18: The bar chart displays the demographic and
geographic characteristics of the 238 surveyed sales
experts. Most experts come from United States (US)
while other experts come from United Kingdom (GB),
Australia (AU), Canada (CA) and New Zealand (NZ).

dialog, which is competitive with similar tasks in
the same period. We display the instruction and
scene snapshot for this task in the following.

Dialog Writing with Subjective Preference
This task is to collect multimodal recommen-

dation dialogs between salesperson and customer
with subjective preferences. You need to write sub-
jective preferences based on given attribute catego-
rization concepts by visual perception or common-
sense firstly. For example, "warm color" can be
written to "color of passion", "color of happiness"
and "color for welcome ceremony" while "lively
pattern" can be written to "vibrant pattern", "pat-
tern closer to nature" and "pattern that is popular
among conservationists". Then, you need to para-
phrase provided dialog flow to dialog with written
subjective preferences. We introduce every kind of
dialog act in the following.

• Ask Preference (Salesperson) refers to asking
customer preference about one attribute type.

• Answer Preference (Customer) refers to an-
swering subjective preference about asked at-
tribute type.

• Exclude Preference (Salesperson) is asking
customer what he unlike.

• Negate Preference (Customer) is answering
unlike attribute by subjective preference.

• Prompt Preference (Salesperson) is actively
providing subjective "preference" to inspire
customer.

• Respond Prompt (Customer) is responding to
salesperson’s prompt.
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• Guess Attribute Value (Salesperson) is pre-
dicting one concrete value from candidate at-
tribute value.

• Revise Attribute Value (Salesperson) is re-
vising prediction of concrete attribute value
following customer’s feedback.

• Respond Attribute Value (Customer) is re-
sponding to attribute value guessed or revised
by salerperson.

• Display Candidate Values (Salesperson)
refers to listing all candidate attribute values
for customer to choose.

• Choose Value (Customer) refers to choosing
target value from listed values.

• Refer Region (Salesperson) is an act that
salesperson points out one region in the store
to ask customer whether the region contains
item he wants.

• Judge Region (Customer) is judging whether
the referred region contains the item that cus-
tomer is looking for.

• Recommend Item (Salesperson) is trying to
recommend items from candidate item set
based on multimodal context.

• Respond Recommend (Customer) is respond-
ing to item recommendation.

Please paraphrase dialog act according to
above information. The written should keep the
similar meaning as original dialog act and re-
serve the corresponding attribute type or sub-
jective preference following given slot. For ex-
ample, "Answer_Preference:{Color:warm color}"
can be written to "I am looking for clothes
with color that makes me feel happy." while
"Negate_Preference:{Pattern:dazzling pattern}"
can be written to "I am interested in eyes-catching
pattern." You are welcome to add visual descrip-
tions and spatial relations with background items to
refer commodity items (orange bounding boxes in
the scene snapshot annotate all background items).
You are encouraged to add polite expressions and
modal particles into utterances. Note that the hit
will be rejected if the utterances contain any racism,
sexism and privacy information. The annotated di-
alogs may be presented at scientific meetings or

published in scientific journals for academic re-
search. If you are fully aware of and agree with
above information, you are welcome to accept the
task.

Leftmost Shelf Rightmost Shelf

Initialize_Dialog
Express_Preference:{Domain:fashion}

Exclude_Preference:{Type}
Negate_Preference:{Type:unisex}

Guess_Attribute:{Type:coat}
Respond_Attribute:{State:yes}

Ask_Preference:{Sleeve Length}
Answer_Preference:{Sleeve Length:long}

Display_Attribute:{Sleeve Length:full, long}
Choose_Attribute :{Sleeve Length:full}

Ask_Preference:{Size}
Answer_Preference:{Size:large}

Refer_Region:{back middle floor rack}
Judge_Region:{State:no}

Recommend_Item:{Item:3}
Response_Item:{State:yes}

Figure 19: Scene snapshot of manual paraphrase. Red
bounding boxes are for clothes items while orange boxes
are for background items.

A.2 Case Study for MRA

Dialogue History

What’s your preference on clothes type?

I am looking for clothes suitable for my grandpa.

Candidate Values Prediction

trousers, blouse, 

coat, shirt

Figure 20: Case study for MRA.
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Role Utterance Act Candidate Items Attribute Values

Salesperson Good afternoon! Welcome to our store. What can I do for you? Initialize_Dialog <@1004>, <@1259>, 
<@1062>, <@1227>, 
<@1169>, <@1055>, 

<@1119>, <@1072> …Customer I am looking for some spring summer clothes. Express_Preference

Salesperson Could you please give me some examples about clothes type 
which you will not consider? Exclude_Preference <@1004>, <@1259>, 

<@1062>, <@1227>, 
<@1169>, <@1055>, 

<@1119>, <@1072> …Customer It has no impact if you ignore garments designed for 
running or Yoga. Actually, I already have such kind. Negate_Preference

Salesperson Please consider blouse and dress. You can choose from them. Display_Attribute <@1004>, <@1240>, 
<@1062>, <@1009>, 

<@1119>

Clothes Type: 
blouse, dressCustomer Oh, I would like to buy a blouse for my daughter. Choose_Attribute

Salesperson You can come with me to rightmost floor rack to take a look 
at these items in this area. Refer_Region <@1004>, <@1240>, 

<@1062>, <@1009>, 
<@1119>Customer Sorry, I cannot find items that I prefer in your referred region. Judge_Region

Salesperson I see.. what is your preference on sleeve length? Ask_Preference <@1004>, <@1062>, 
<@1009>, <@1119>Customer I am looking for clothes with sleeve keeps people feel cool. Answer_Preference

Salesperson Could you please tell me some kinds of brand which you 
don't want to consider? Exclude_Preference

<@1062>, <@1009>, 
<@1119> Sleeve Length: short

Customer It has no impact if you ignore ground-breaking brand. 
Actually, I am worried about their quality. Negate_Preference

Salesperson Are there any other kinds of you unliked brand? Exclude_Preference
<@1062>, <@1009>, 

<@1119>

Brand: StyleNow
Feed, Brain Puzzles, 

Art DenCustomer I am also not interested in brand with long history. My 
daughter dislike to wear clothes with the sane brand as mine. Negate_Preference

Salesperson OK, maybe you have other kind of unfavored brand? Exclude_Preference

<@1062>,  <@1119> Brand: Brain 
Puzzles, Art Den

Customer I remember that my daughter also told me not to choose 
widely-known brand. Negate_Preference

Salesperson Would you like to tell me your preferred pattern? I can make 
recommendations aimly. Ask_Preference

<@1062> Brand: Brain 
Puzzles

Customer Simple pattern is the best choice for me. Answer_Preference

Salesperson Maybe you can consider the light grey plain blouse <@1062>. Recommend_Item
<@1062> Pattern: plain

Customer Thank you! I am very satisfied about your recommendation. Respond_Item

Figure 21: Example of one complete dialog section in SURE dataset. Candidate Items and candidate attribute values
in the last two columns are derived from previous rounds and situated scene. We can observe that salesperson adopt
acts including "Ask_Preference", "Exclude_Preference", "Display_Attribute" to clarify customer subjective
preferences highlighted by underline and narrow candidate range of items by "Refer_Region".
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Figure 22: Some attribute categorization concepts and corresponding concrete attribute values in SURE dataset.
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